Public Economics (5 ESTC)

Author, lecturer: Professor Marina Kolosnitsyna, e-mail: mkolosnitsyna@hse.ru
Instructor: Senior lecturer Natalya Rakuta, e-mail: nracouta@hse.ru
Pre-requisites: Elementary Mathematics; Economics or Microeconomics (Introductory
level) – not obligatory, but helpful
Course Type: compulsory
Abstract: This introductory course in Public Economics covers basic issues including a
role of government in modern market economies, market failures and public goods, equityefficiency trade-offs, public expenditure programmes, and taxation principles. It combines
theoretical models with empirical evidence. Objectives and instruments of public policies
are demonstrated with examples of health care, pensions, education, housing, crime control,
and welfare programmes. General principles of cost-benefit analysis are introduced. The
course ends in discussion of increasing government size, its underlying roots, and possible
solutions for public spending reduction.
Methods of Instruction: lectures and seminars (including students’ presentations and roleplaying game)
Course Plan: the course lasts two modules and consists of 14 lectures, 10 seminars (48
academic hours), 1 intermediate test, and final exam.
Grading System:

20% for classes’ attendance, 30% for activities at the seminars

(presentations, discussions, role-playing game), 20% for intermediate test, and 30% for
final exam
Examination Type: written exam with open questions.
Course Content:
1. Public sector in modern economies (1 lecture) September 6
Lecture: What is the public sector? Government in a narrow sense. Governmental budget,
special funds, institutions and organizations. How to measure the government? Public
spending as a share of GDP. Public employment. Government size and growth in modern
economies: empirical evidence.
2. Market economy and arguments for governmental interventions (1 lecture and 1
seminar) September 6, September 12
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Lecture: How markets work? Simple model of market equilibrium. Market efficiency and
market failures. Competition failures, externalities, information failures. Incomplete
markets. Unemployment and inflation. Public goods and merit goods. Types of state
intervention. Seminar: group discussion
3. Social objectives and social choice (1 lecture) September 12
Lecture: Major goals of the modern welfare state. Equity and efficiency trade-offs. Social
indifference curves and social welfare function. Various approaches to redistribution.
Redistribution in practice: poverty line and inequality indices.
4. Taxes and tax incidence; tax evasion and shadow economy (2 lectures and 2
seminars) September 20, September 25, October 4
Lectures: Taxation aims and principles. Types of taxes. Direct and indirect taxes. Tax
burden and tax incidence. Taxation and efficiency. Tax distortions. Optimal taxation. Tax
avoidance and tax evasion. Tax evasion Seminar: students’ presentations on taxation
systems (5 groups). Seminar: students’ presentations on shadow economy issues.
5. Social insurance and pension programmes (2 lectures and 1 seminar) October 4,
October 11, October 16
Lectures: Private markets for insurance. Necessary conditions for private markets
existence. Incomplete insurance markets and governmental interventions. Social vs. private
insurance. Pension programmes: rationales for state intervention. Types of pension
programmes: PAYG or fully-funded systems? Pro et contra. Ageing crisis and pension
systems reforms. Seminar: students’ presentations on pension system reforms.
6. Social assistance and welfare programmes (1 lecture) October 16
Lecture: Social assistance vs. social insurance. Rationale for state interventions in case of
poverty or income inequality. Social benefits: horizontal and vertical efficiency. Types of
social benefits: categorical or means-tested? Pro et contra. Motivation issues: what is
wrong with a free lunch? Workfare vs. welfare.
Intermediate test (covers topics 1-6), 2 academic hours, multiple choice.
7. Health care (1 lecture and 2 seminars) November 1, November 13
Lecture: Health care: private or public good? Rationale for state interventions in health
care. Incomplete information, agent’s problem, supplier-induced demand. Cream-skimming
on health insurance markets. Types of governmental interventions: public health care
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system, or social health insurance? Mixed systems. Seminar: role-playing game “Adverse
selection in medical insurance”. Seminar: students’ presentations on health care systems.
8. Education (1 lecture and 1 seminar) November 8, November 20
Lecture: Education: private or public good? Rationale for state interventions in education
system. Education as human capital: direct and indirect costs and benefits. Externalities of
education. Types of governmental interventions: public educational system, or statefinanced private schools? Quasi-markets for education: voucher system. Seminar: students’
presentations on educational systems reforms.
9. Housing (1 lecture and 1 seminar) November 15, November 27
Lecture: Housing: rationale for state interventions. Housing and well-being. Externalities.
House markets bubbles. Types of governmental interventions: regulation, financing,
provision. Subsidized housing: who benefits? Seminar: students’ presentations on housing
issues.
10. Crime control and prevention (1 lecture, 1 seminar) November 22, November 29.
Lecture: Private and social costs of crime. Market crime prevention: efficiency issues.
Governmental crime prevention services: efficiency condition. Severity of punishment vs.
probability of punishment. Seminar: students’ presentations on crime issues.
11. Cost-benefit analysis for economic policies (1 lecture and 1 seminar) November
29, December 6
Lecture: Private cost-benefit analysis and NPV concept. Social cost-benefit analysis. Nonmonetary costs and benefits: valuing time and life. Market and shadow prices. Risk
evaluation. Social discount rate. Cost-effectiveness comparisons. Seminar: students
divided in small groups valuate their leisure time, than comparing results.
12. Government’s growth and policies reducing public spending (1 lecture)
December 6
Theoretical models and arguments explaining public expenditure growth. Wagner’s law,
Peacock-Wiseman model, Baumol disease, Niskanen bureaucracy model, redistribution,
political influence. Policies to reduce public spending: valuing public services, quasimarkets, privatization of public functions and institutions, outsourcing, better targeting of
social benefits.
Final exam (covers the whole course content), 4 academic hours.
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